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Strict headedness is a common idealization in the structural analysis
of linguistic entities, particularly in syntax. This contribution takes
a critical look at its premises and applications by demonstrating the
surprising sloppiness of both the defining concepts and the test pro-
cedures, and by showing how strict headedness is nevertheless im-
plemented as an important axiom into virtually all mainstream gram-
mar formalisms. Subsequently, I present a non-trivial head-agnostic
analysis based on Tree Unification & Constraints (TUCO) in order to
show that there actually is a choice and that strict headedness can be
avoided in principle.

1INTRODUCTION

Headedness can be seen as a partial relation between several entities
(phonemes, morphemes, words, phrases, etc.) in a complex linguis-
tic structure that yields a distinction between heads and non-heads.
In a more constrained reading, furthermore, a headedness relation is
asymmetric (an entity cannot concurrently be the head and the non-
head of another entity), single-headed (every entity has at most one
head),1 complete (every entity has at least one head, except for “lex-
ical” entities), and usually also endocentric (the head of an entity is

1Headedness with multiple heads will be treated in Section 3.3.
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also a component of the entity). I will call this strict headedness (see
Section 2), which seems to be the standard conception of headedness.

At least since stucturalist classics such as Jespersen (1924, p. 96),
Bloomfield (1935, p. 195), Harris (1951, §16.5), Tesnière (1959), and
Lyons (1968, p. 233), (strict) headedness certainly belongs to the set of
core notions in mainstream linguistics and is widely used even across
otherwise irreconcilable camps.2 Furthermore, it seems that headed-
ness has developed into a primitive, underived category in language
description and modeling, on a par with morphosyntactic categories
like case and part of speech, or more syntactic notions such as lin-
earization and linking patterns. Consequently, the identification of
“the head” is unanimously seen as very helpful, or downright indis-
pensable, for language analysis, even at a rather descriptive level. For
example, the position of a “head” helps typologists to classify lan-
guages as “head-initial” or “head-final” (cf. Hoeksema 1992), and it
motivates abstract representations assumed by formal syntacticians,
be they dependency-oriented or constituency-oriented. It is therefore
not surprising that dealing with heads (in particular to identify them)
is an important common cornerstone of introductory textbooks and
courses (e.g. Kroeger 2005; Radford 2009).

Given the strong, pervasive belief in the necessity of heads, it
should be possible to cleanly operationalize what counts as a head
and what does not. Interestingly, this is not always as evident as one
wishes – at least with respect to syntactic applications. In this contri-
bution, I will point out the inaccuracy of both the defining concepts
and the test procedures, which became particularly evident in the con-
text of the Det-or-N debate (e.g. Zwicky 1985; Hudson 1987, 1993;
Zwicky 1993; Van Langendonck 1994; Croft 1996; Beavers 2003; Hud-
son 2004; Müller 2020b). Despite the criticism that strict headedness
has rightfully received over the years, it is a surprising and indeed
puzzling fact that the notion is nevertheless widespread in syntactic

2Sometimes other names are used in place of “head”, for example, “primary”,
“governor” or “functor”. Tesnière, at one point, calls it a “mot principal” trans-
lating German “Hauptwort” (‘main word’), which he says is sometimes used by
German grammarians (Tesnière 1959, p. 103). (In fact, German Haupt also has
the meaning ‘head’.) So this is to be understood modulo superficial terminologi-
cal differences or specific implementations.
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theories. I will trace this resistance back to certain basic properties
of the formal machinery that is often used to model syntax. Then,
I will present an example for a head-agnostic syntactic model using
Tree Unification & Constraints (TUCO) as its framework. With the ex-
ample of long-distance dependencies, it will be shown that TUCO of-
fers enough flexibility and expressive power to immediately capture a
wide range of regularities found in syntactic trees without the detour
via heads.

2THE NOTION OF STRICT HEADEDNESS

In this section, I propose an explication of the notions of head and
strict headedness, and then discuss the test procedures that are com-
monly used to distinguish between heads and non-heads. This will
be largely based on an influential article by Arnold Zwicky from the
1980s (Zwicky 1985) and the subsequent replies that it provoked. I am
not aware of any more recent overview over the topic that is equally
detailed and comprehensive.

2.1Notational preliminaries

In order to make the explication more uniform and crisp, headedness
is thought of as a partial, irreflexive relation <H: P (E)+ ×P (E)+ on
linguistic entities E = {e1, e2, ...}, where P (E)+ is the power set of E
without the empty set.3 Since we are concerned with syntax, I assume
that E denotes the set of word tokens in a sentence. Then P (E)+ is
the set of possible constructs, that is, a CONSTRUCT is a set of lin-
guistic entities. Constructs will be written using lower-case letters, for
example, c, and the set of constructs that is assumed for a sentence is
correspondingly denoted by upper-case letter C. The COMPONENTS of
a construct c are the largest constructs in C that are different from c,

3Note that there is nothing to be said against defining <H as a total, reflexive
relation. Some of the following definitions, in particular the endocentricity and
bijectivity idealizations, would have to be adjusted accordingly.
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and c is their union. For reasons of simplicity, I will be assuming that
the components of a construct are non-overlapping. Whenever a con-
struct has no components, it is called a LEXICAL CONSTRUCT.

To give an example, the sentence The student ate an apple could be
analyzed as a set of constructs C= {{the, student, ate, an, apple}, {the,
student}, {ate}, {an, apple}, {the}, {student}, {an}, {apple}}. Here, {the,
student, ate, an, apple} would have components {the, student}, {ate} and
{an, apple}, of which only {ate} would also be a lexical construct.

Following this notation, ch <H c means that the construct ch is a
head of the construct c. The transitive closure of <H, <∗H, is called the
HEAD PROJECTION. According to standard assumptions, <H is taken
to be endocentric, that is, the constructs that ch is a head of contain ch
as a component. Idealizations like endocentricity will be addressed in
Section 2.4. Following this notational convention, the properties of a
construct c are written as Pc.

As it is useful to express the connection between heads and non-
heads more directly, avoiding the step “upward” to the level of em-
bedding constructs, I will say that ch GOVERNS ci in the construct c, or
conversely, that ci is a DEPENDENT of ch in c, iff ci is a component of
the construct c and ch is the head of c (i.e. ch <H c), and ci 6= ch. There
is thus a government relation <G, which is uniquely defined in terms
of <H: ch <G ci iff ch <H c, and ci is a component of c and ci 6= ch. In
other words, <G shares the domain with <H but not the range.

Going back to our example above with the sentence The student ate
an apple, one could assume a head relation <H= {({ate}, {the, student,
ate, an, apple}), ({student}, {the, student}), ({apple}, {an, apple})} such
that {ate} governs {the, student} and {an, apple}, etc.

2.2 Popular definitions

In his seminal article on heads, Zwicky (1985) illustrates the common
intuition about heads in the following way:

The intuition to be captured with the notion head is that
in certain syntactic constructs one constituent in some sense
‘characterizes’ or ‘dominates’ the whole. (Zwicky 1985, p. 2)
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As with every intuition, however, there are “many directions” into
which this intuition can evolve once one tries to make it more ex-
plicit. Zwicky himself provides five possible definitions of head-related
“dominance”; Hudson (1987, Table 4) later lists eight. Let’s go through
some of them very briefly.

2.2.1Morphosyntactic locus

Zwicky’s favored definition is based on the distribution of “mor-
phosyntactic marks”, that is, potentially visible inflectional properties,
which determine what Zwicky calls the MORPHOSYNTACTIC LOCUS
(Zwicky 1985, §2.1.3). Using the notation above, we can reformulate
Zwicky’s definition in the following way:

DEFINITION 1 Head as morphosyntactic locus Given a construct
ch and a construct c with inflectional properties Pinflch and Pinflc , then ch <H c
iff Pinflch = Pinflc .

Thus, Pinflc is the set of inflectional properties of the construct c
that might influence the syntactic relations that c can have to other
constructs. Zwicky considers two such syntactic relations: agreement
and argumenthood. For agreement, he gives the example of the con-
struct the child. From Definition 1 it follows that its head is child, be-
cause it contributes the marking for singular that might participate in
an agreement relation with a verb. Conversely, the head of is control-
ling those penguins should be the auxiliary is, and the head of controls
those penguins should be the verb controls, since both carry singular
marking, which is critical for establishing an agreement relation with
the subject.

Turning to the syntactic relation of argumenthood, Zwicky ar-
gues that the morphosyntactic locus of a prepositional phrase like of
the news is the preposition of rather than the NP, for the preposition
sometimes marks “particular syntactic arguments of the verb” such as
in inform Sandy of the news. Thus, according to Zwicky, it follows by
“analogy”, that the head of every instance of an P+NP construct is
the preposition, even if it is not participating in a syntactic argument
relation in the sentence.
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2.2.2 Semantic locus

Another head definition that Zwicky discusses is based on the seman-
tic interpretation of a construct (Zwicky 1985, §2.1.1). Here, the con-
struct is supposed to describe “a kind of the thing” that the head de-
scribes.4 One could accordingly call the head the SEMANTIC LOCUS of
the construct, and define this very similarly to the definition of mor-
phosyntactic locus:

DEFINITION 2 Head as semantic locus Given a construct ch and
a construct c with ontological properties Pontch and Pontc , then ch <H c iff
Pontch = Pontc .

Thus, Pontc and Pontch are supposed to only include semantic prop-erties that somehow pertain to the ontological type of the construct
meaning, that is, what it actually denotes. For example, according to
Zwicky, the head of the construct those penguins is penguins, because it
“describes a kind of penguin”. Similarly, the head of will leave, namely
leave, contributes the “kind” of the event that is described by the con-
struct. While this is all rather vague, Zwicky tries to reify the relevant
semantic properties by means of the functor-argument distinction. But
this, of course, only shifts the problem to the question what a functor
and an argument are supposed to be, even though Zwicky seems to
assume that this is independently assured knowledge.

2.2.3 Subcategorization locus

The third head definition on my list is concerned with the morphosyn-
tactic constraints that a lexical item can impose on its context. Zwicky
here employs the notion of subcategorization, defining the head as the
“subcategorisand”. For instance, the verb give must “occur with either
NP NP or NP to+NP as its sisters”, whereas the verb donate only co-
occurs with NP to+NP. Both give and donate are therefore supposed to

4See also the extensive discussion of a semantic definition of heads in Croft
(1996, §4, §6). Croft proposes a refinement under the notion of a “Primary
Information-bearing Unit (PIBU)”, which he claims to be superior to morphosyn-
tactic locus.
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be the head of the respective, instantiating constructs.5 What sets this
head definition apart from the first two is that it is introversive: the
subcategorization properties do not get projected to the headed con-
struct in the sense that the construct then has the subcategorization
properties of the head; instead, the subcategorization properties of the
head are a subset of the syntactic properties of the headed construct.
Let us frame this using our notational idiom:
DEFINITION 3 Head as subcategorization locus Given a construct
ch with subcategorization properties Psubcatch and a construct ci with syntactic
properties Psynci , then ch <H c iff Psubcatch ⊆ Psynci and ci ∈ c and ch 6= ci.
The problem with this definition, as well as with the underlying no-
tion, is that it is systematically non-functional in the sense that both
the verb and the NP sisters can be treated as the subcategorization lo-
cus. Zwicky circumvents this to some extent by restricting the subcat-
egorization locus to lexical categories, hence, to the verb in the above
cases. But it does not always converge like this. If a construct consists
of just two lexical entities, such as determiner-noun constructs, the
issue resurfaces. This can be seen from one example in Zwicky (1985,
pp. 5–6), namely the construct each penguin, where both each and pen-
guin could be seen to subcategorize for the other: each requires a sin-
gular count noun, and penguin requires each rather than many or much
as a determiner. Zwicky avoids this indeterminacy by stipulating, on
admittedly “theory-specific” grounds, that penguin in each penguin is in
fact non-lexical in the sense that it is embedded in a phrasal category
“Nom”. This is a symptom of the general disadvantage of understand-
ing heads as subcategorization loci: due to being introversive, this
head notion depends on specifically delimited, nested constructs in
order to scale. One telling example is the following that-clause, which
Zwicky mentions as an instance of a “Comp+S” construct:
(1) that the penguins are flying
Following Zwicky, the head of (1) is the complementizer that, because
it is lexical and requiring a finite clausal sister. However, the remain-

5This view seems to coincide with what is called “Subklassenspezifik” in the
German literature. See, for example, Vater (1978), Jacobs (1994, p. 26), Ágel
(2000, p. 187), and the summary in Lichte (2015, §2.2.4).
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ing words of the clause do not count as lexical here. Instead, they make
up an embedded construct (of type S) with a separate head (be it are
or flying or are flying). In fact, if the construct in (1) was flat, each of
its components would be a head of this construct because it could be
argued (e.g., by coming up with adequate minimal pairs) that all of
them restrict their morphosyntactic context in some way. This is cer-
tainly unwanted if one adheres to the idealization that there is only
one head per construct (see Section 2.4). Hence, identifying a head
as subcategorization locus presupposes the existence of a very specific
structure of constructs in order to be reasonably applied, namely one
where only one of the components is a “lexical category”.

2.2.4 Government, concord determination, etc.

Zwicky (1985) distinguishes two more allegedly independent head no-
tions that, in my opinion, do not deserve this status. One is “syntactic
government”, which can be easily included in the definition of subcat-
egorization locus – something Zwicky rejects without adequate justi-
fication:

Syntactic government, speaking rather loosely, is the selec-
tion of the morphosyntactic shape of one constituent (the
GOVERNED, or SUBORDINATE, constituent) by virtue of its
combining with another (the GOVERNOR). Governors are
thus easily confused with subcategorisands. Intuitively, the
difference is that subcategorization concerns the very pos-
sibility of one constituent’s combining with some other co-
constituent(s), while government concerns the form that a
co-constituent has in such a combination. (Zwicky 1985, p. 7)

In other words, Zwicky differentiates between constraints on form (=
government) and constraints on existence (=subcategorization) that
the head of a construct may impose on non-heads. Yet the examples for
subcategorization that Zwicky provides, some of which I mentioned
above, are often found together with constraints on form, for example,
on the lexical form of a preposition, on the finiteness of the verb, or
on the number marking of the noun. So it is not clear why the two
notions could not be safely merged.

The other alleged head notion is “determinant of concord”, and
it looks very similar to government in that it involves constraints on
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form. But here the scope is narrower, namely on “concord features”,
that is, features that are subject to agreement, such as number agree-
ment of subjects and finite verbs. The issue with subject-verb agree-
ment – as well as with any other case of agreement, I suppose – is that
it is notoriously unclear which is the “determinant”: the subject, or the
verb. Zwicky (1985, p. 9) argues, by looking at Swahili and aiming at
typological uniformity, that in English the subject should be seen as
the determinant.6 Be that as it may, this can be seen as a subcase of
government where headedness is particularly hard to decide on if one
is seeking for a single head. I will come back to this in the next section
when dealing with headedness idealizations.

Of course, the literature holds a plethora of further definitions
of a syntactic head, but I claim that their essence is covered by Def-
initions 1–3. Hudson (1987), for example, adds three definitions to
Zwicky’s five: head as distributionally equivalent to the construct,
head as an obligatory component of the construct, and head as a
“ruler”. The first two are indeed treated as “operational criteria” in
Zwicky (1985, §2.5) that can be, to some extent, related to the head
definitions above. They will be addressed in Section 2.3. The term
“ruler”, on the other hand, is used in dependency theory and largely
coincides with what Zwicky calls a head, and is similarly vague (Hud-
son 1984, p. 78, Zwicky 1985, §2.6). Therefore, it is not really helpful
when trying to elucidate what a head is.

2.3Popular test procedures

As for the three information-based head notions discussed in the previ-
ous section, corresponding test procedures straightforwardly suggest
themselves: just sort out the source of the important morphosyntac-
tic, semantic and subcategorizational properties of a construct, and
this will be the head. However, it does not seem obvious how to op-
erationalize these notationally straightforward tests in a uniform and
precise way, that is, how to determine what sort of information came
from where.

6See Müller (2015, §2) for a general criticism of arguments that rely on ty-
pological uniformity.
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Maybe for this reason, there are a handful of further, more widely
used test procedures for headedness that instead rely on grammatical-
ity (or acceptability) judgments. Zwicky (1985, §2.5) confines himself
to two of them, admitting that “they appear to be imperfect guides to
the heads in syntactic percolation”: (i) a test for “distributional equiv-
alence” and (ii) a test for obligatoriness. This is remarkable because
it means that there cannot be a one-to-one relationship with the five
head definitions that Zwicky mentions (which is also trivially true, but
to a lesser extent, for the selection of three distilled above). And this
is critical, because it means that there is actually no way to fully test
head notions against each other. Moreover, I will argue that even es-
tablishing some one-to-one relationship is difficult, which casts much
doubt on this entire approach to head identification.

2.3.1 Substitution test for distributional equivalence

The idea that the head ought to be distributionally equivalent to the
governed construct goes back to the structuralist literature (see Zwicky
1985, p. 11 for some references). The rationale is “that the head char-
acterizes a construct in the sense that it is the one constituent that
belongs to a category with roughly the same distribution as the con-
struct as a whole” (Zwicky 1985, p. 11). Therefore, replacing the con-
struct with the head should retain the grammaticality (or acceptabil-
ity) of the sentence and the morphosyntactic “category” of the con-
struct while at most reducing the set of its semantic properties. Using
our notational idiom, this can be written down in the following way:
TEST 1 Substitution of the construct Given a grammatical sentence
S comprising a construct c with a component ch, ch is the head of c if ch
can be substituted for c in S such that the resulting sentence remains gram-
matical and compatible with S in terms of morphosyntactic and semantic
properties.
That is to say, students in the students are waiting for the hungry teacher
passes the substitution test for being the head of the students since stu-
dents are waiting for the hungry teacher is grammatical and formally
and semantically compatible to the extent that the resulting seman-
tics entails the original one. Contrary to this, hungry cannot replace
for the hungry teacher in a similar way. Despite the grammaticality of
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the resulting sentence, namely the students are waiting hungry, the mor-
phosyntactic and semantic properties clearly diverge.

Looking at Zwicky’s above-cited rationale, one is inclined to think
that the substitution test relies on the morphosyntactic properties of
the head, and that it is therefore a test for the morphosyntactic locus.
However, this is somewhat speculative as the morphosyntactic prop-
erties are actually never spelled out during the test. The same is true
of semantic or subcategorization properties. So it is simply not clear
what exactly determines substitutability. Therefore, Zwicky even goes
so far as to claim that “the distributional equivalent represents a gen-
uinely new head-like notion” (Zwicky 1985, 13).

Another problem, particularly when subscribing to strict head-
edness, is – and actually this has long been acknowledged7 – that the
substitution test may work in specific cases, but not in general. One ob-
vious problem is the P-NP construct in English, which generally cannot
be replaced by either P or NP. Similarly, Det-N constructs only pass the
substitution test if N is not a singular count noun. The substitution test
may be inconclusive in that both the determiner and the noun pass it,
whichmay happen with demonstrative determiners, for example. Note
that this is easy to reproduce, which raises the question of why lin-
guists would still want to rely on it. The answer is: they do not, at least
at the token level. Linguists like Zwicky focus on abstract phrase struc-
ture rather than token-instantiated strings, and they apply some sort of
preselection based on vague statistical and/or theoretical grounds. For
example, Zwicky argues that, since Det-N constructs and their N com-
ponent have “roughly the same” distribution, the N component should
be seen as the head. For the same reason, namely the distribution be-
ing “roughly the same”, the head of Aux-VP constructs is claimed to
be Aux. Similarly, S is given head status in Comp-S constructs.

This sort of cherry-picking weakens the importance of the substi-
tution test considerably. Eventually, one remains free to treat it as one
of several pieces of evidence in favor, or against, a certain head/non-
head partition. Unfortunately, a similar methodological flaw can be
observed in the use of the equally popular omission test, to which we
now turn.

7Zwicky cites a critical discussion in Lyons (1977) regarding the head of
Det-N constructs.
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2.3.2 Omission test for obligatoriness

The omission test mirrors the substitution test in that the non-heads
are now substituted for the construct, albeit with a negative expecta-
tion. Zwicky himself notices that “this criterion is closely related to
the preceding one, and might be considered to be an extension of it to
(some) syntactically exocentric constructions” (Zwicky 1985, p. 13).
In fact, the definition of the omission test looks almost identical to the
definition of the substitution test:
TEST 2 Omission of the head Given a grammatical sentence S com-
prising a construct c with a component ch, ch is the head of c if ch cannot
be omitted in S such that the resulting sentence remains grammatical and
compatible with S in terms of morphosyntactic and semantic properties.
Again, it is necessary to add the compatibility condition in order to
avoid comparing apples and oranges. For example, the omission of for
in the students are cooking for the teacher would be grammatical, but it
would also effect a considerable change in the semantics. Note that the
omission is performed piecewise, that is, omitting the whole construct
c is not possible as the head relation is irreflexive (see Section 2.1).

Even though the expectation might be that the omission test is
supplementing the substitution test, their results diverge greatly in
many cases: while there are no heads in P-NP constructs following the
substitution test, the omission test identifies two heads; conversely,
when the substitution test identifies two or more heads, there can be
no head following the omission test. Only if there is exactly one head
following both the substitution test and the omission test, do the two
tests converge (see also Section 2.5.1).

Interestingly, Zwicky (1985, p. 14) arrives at a completely dif-
ferent conclusion, namely that both tests are tests “for the same no-
tion”, and that they thus greatly converge. How could that happen? As
with the substitution test, one trick is to impose some additional, more
theory-driven conditions. For example, to rule out the omission of V
in V-NP constructs, which is possible in gapping constructions such
as I ate sushi, and Kiyoko a hamburger, Zwicky requires that omission
be restricted to cases of “optionally present” components, excluding
“elliptical” ones. This distinction, however, is not at all trivial both the-
oretically and methodologically, and moreover touches upon a whole
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new aspect, namely interpretation in context. Dubious as it might be,
this distinction helps Zwicky to identify those parts of a construct as
heads that are also selected by the (modified) substitution test. To
give another example, Zwicky claims that the omission test supports
the view that N is the head in Det-N constructs, because he considers
the omission of N elliptical, in contrast to the omission of Det, which
is supposed to be optional. The second argumentative strategy that
Zwicky applies, and which we have already seen above with the sub-
stitution test, is to find positive evidence for a token, postulate it for
its type, and then to postulate it for other tokens of the type – even
if they do not pass the test. A case in point is the head analysis of
NP-VP constructs (Zwicky 1985, p. 13). It is argued that the head is
VP because (i) omitting NP is ellipsis, and (ii) VP can be standalone
in some cases, when forming an imperative sentence. With this sort
of argumentation, we arrive at the curious situation that it “follows”
from the omission test that the head of I ate sushi is ate sushi, even
though it does not pass the omission test.

Another more conceptual issue of the omission test is that it con-
flates two notions of obligatoriness that correspond to either heads
or non-heads. Obligatoriness can be attributed to the central role of
the head in contributing morphosyntactic or semantic properties. But
obligatoriness may also hint at a non-head, namely when being the
obligatory argument of the head by virtue of subcategorization prop-
erties.8 Therefore, to be fruitfully applied, the results of the omission
test must be set against the subcategorization properties of one of the
putative heads.

2.4Strict headedness and other popular idealizations

One central issue when using the test procedures mentioned, be they
information-based or grammaticality-based, is that their use often
comes with certain strong expectations of how the headedness relation
behaves structurally. Unquestionably, the most significant expectation
can be referred to as STRICT HEADEDNESS, namely: each non-lexical

8Therefore, the omission test is also popular in valency theory as one cri-
terion for distinguishing arguments from adjuncts. See, for example, Somers
(1984), Storrer (1992, p. 105), Jacobs (1994), and Mel’čuk (2004, p. 266).
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construct contains exactly one head. In fact, this expectation looks
so natural and is so firmly implemented in the formal machinery of
many grammar models (see below in Section 3) that I rather want to
call it an IDEALIZATION in the sense of Stokhof and van Lambalgen
(2011). That is to say, strict headedness is not just the result of tem-
porarily neglecting some “parameters”, which would amount to what
Stokhof and van Lambalgen (2011) call abstraction. It is an indispens-
able limitation as to how the data are perceived and how the theory is
designed. It is an axiom. In this section, I will try to give a more pre-
cise characterization of strict headedness and other idealizations that
target the head relation, while adhering to the notational conventions
laid out above in Section 2.1.

One fundamental idealization is ENDOCENTRICITY, which basi-
cally says that the head is contained within a construct:
IDEALIZATION 1 Endocentricity A head relation <H must be EN-
DOCENTRIC, that is: if ch <H c, then ch is a component of c.
On the other hand, with the definitions presented here, EXOCENTRIC-
ITY manifests as constructs without head, since the head relation is
deemed irreflexive, that is, a construct cannot be the head of itself.
From this it also follows that, at least from the perspective of syntax,
lexical words are exocentric by definition.

While endocentricity is generally considered the normal case in
syntactic theory, exocentric analyses are also discussed for certain phe-
noma. Zwicky mentions, among others, the notorious example of sen-
tential constructs consisting of a subject and a verbal phrase, hence
NP-VP constructs.9 Here, it is sometimes assumed that the sentential
category emerges from the construct as a whole rather than from the
NP or VP alone, for example in Lexical Functional Grammar, assum-
ing an exocentric category S (cf., Bresnan et al. 2016, §6.3). Following
Zwicky, this assumption is fed by the observation that NP-VP con-
structs have a “unique distribution” (Zwicky 1985, p. 12) different
from both NP and VP. Also, saying that the nominative case of the

9Following Zwicky (1985, fn. 9), P-NP and Comp-S constructs can be consid-
ered exocentric to some extent, too. Moreover, exocentric, that is, “non-headed”
analyses have been proposed for coordination constructions and relative clauses
– see, for example, Abeillé and Chaves (2021) and Müller (1999).
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NP is governed by the VP is “counterintuitive” (Zwicky 1985, fn. 5).
On the other hand, what seems to speak for an endocentric treatment
is that the morphosyntactic locus of NP-VP constructs rather lies in
the VP, as it contributes (at least in some languages, which might be
taken as an argument due to the intended typological uniformity; see
the case of agreement in Section 2.2.4) various features, for example,
tense, aspect, mood, etc. (Zwicky 1985, p. 6). This contrast has been
famously addressed in Government and Binding theory with the intro-
duction of an abstract head INFL, which ultimately helps to establish
an endocentric phrase structure for NP-VP constructs.10

Another important idealization, which extends endocentricity, is
BIJECTIVITY. It basically states that every construct is the head of at
most one construct, and every construct contains at most one head:11

IDEALIZATION 2 Bijectivity A head relation<H must be BIJECTIVE,
that is:
1. For every construct ch in the domain of <H, there is exactly one con-

struct c such that ch <H c.
2. For every construct c in the range of<H, there is exactly one construct

ch such that ch <H c.

With bijectivity alone, it is still possible to have complex constructs
that are lacking a head. This can be prevented by imposing COM-
PLETENESS on the head relation, in the sense that all constructs that
consist of two or more components must have a head.12 This subset
of C (the set of constructs in a sentence) is denoted by C \ L, where
L is the set of lexical constructs with only one component (the lex-
ical construct itself). Note that, usually, lexical constructs are word
tokens, but this need not be. Lexical constructs can also be complex
constructs comprising more than one word token. Completeness can
then be formalized as follows:

10See Zwicky (1985, Footnotes 5, 9) for some further remarks on the status
and treatment of NP-VP constructs.

11Syntactic theories that employ multiple heads in some cases are dicussed in
Section 3.3.

12The Completeness Idealization corresponds to what Richard Hudson calls
the “Non-Dangling Principle”, which requires that all words have one governor,
or “parent” (Hudson 1994, p. 98, Hudson 1998, (29)).
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IDEALIZATION 3 Completeness A head relation <H on C with lexi-
cal constructs L must be COMPLETE, that is: For every construct c in C\L,
there is at least one construct ch such that ch <H c.

With bijectivity and completeness, it is possible to define the ide-
alization of STRICT HEADEDNESS in the following way:
IDEALIZATION 4 Strict headedness A head relation must be bijec-
tive and complete, that is:
1. For every construct ch in the domain of <H, there is exactly one con-

struct c such that ch <H c.
2. For every construct c in the range of<H, there is exactly one construct

ch such that ch <H c.
3. The range of <H is C \ L.
In other words, strict headedness amounts to head relations in which
every non-lexical construct has exactly one head, and a construct can
be the head of at most one other construct. One of the nice conse-
quences of strict headedness is that the inverse of the head relation
taken together with the government relation (i.e. the head of a con-
struct “governs” all the other immediate components of the construct)
forms a tree-shaped graph on C. However, note that if we draw this
dominance tree on top of a sentence, there might be crossing branches
due to the fact that constructs might be linearly non-contiguous.

In order to avoid crossing branches (at least under endocentric-
ity), a further idealization can be added, namely LINEAR CONTINU-
ITY, which requires that heads and headed constructs are continuous
sequences with respect to the linear order of word tokens, that is, sub-
strings of the sentence (which corresponds to C). In what follows, I
will call the linear order of the word tokens of a construct c the LIN-
EARIZATION of c:13

IDEALIZATION 5 Linear continuity A head relation must be LIN-
EARLY CONTINUOUS, that is: for all constructs ch and c with ch <H c, it

13At the same time, there is a body of work that fundamentally questions the
linear continuity of heads and constructs. See, among others, the discussion in
Wells (1947, §5), Curry (1961, pp. 65–66), McCawley (1982), Zwicky (1986),
and, again just as an example, the implementation in Kathol (1995).
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holds that the linearizations of ch and c are substrings of the linearization
of C.

Finally, it is also popular additionally to require LINEAR ADJA-
CENCY, which states that the head is linearly adjacent to all the non-
heads of the construct:14

IDEALIZATION 6 Linear adjacency A head relation must be LIN-
EARLY ADJACENT, that is: if ch <H c, then the linearizations of ch and
each of the components of c form a substring in the linearization of C.

Of course, one can observe further idealization-like restrictions
in the literature that are related to headedness. For example, once we
assign categorical labels to constructs, we can impose head-related
constraints on the distribution of those labels in terms of projectivity15
and uniformity.16 This sort of restriction has received a lot of attention
in the Generative Grammar literature (see, e.g., Chomsky 2008, 2013).
But unfortunately, this is dealt with in a rather technical way that
already presupposes a certain head/non-head distinction – one which
seems to be established merely by tradition.

2.5Empirical evidence for strict headedness?

In the preceding sections, we have come across several notions and
tests concerning syntactic heads, and one predominant idealization,
strict headedness. The question now is: can we empirically verify strict
headedness based on some test for some head notion? In many cases,
the answer must clearly be no. To show this, one may look at very
simple sentences, like the following one from German:17

14See, for example, the Adjacency Principle in Hudson (1987, p. 127).
15Projectivity here means that the category of a construct follows from the

category of the head.
16For example, a category-driven uniformity restriction on head relations

could state that, if ch governs cd in some head relation, then something of the
category of cd can never govern something of the category of ch in any of the
head relations.

17German is chosen here because it has a much richer morphology than En-
glish. Furthermore, the author is a native speaker of German, which is helpful
when evaluating the tests.
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Table 1:
Results of the

headedness tests
applied to (2)

and the
constructs 0 – 2

heads of 0 1 2
omission test − der −
substitution test aß, der Schüler, der viele, grüne,

viele grüne Äpfel Äpfel
morphosyntactic locus aß der, Schüler? viele?, Äpfel
semantic locus aß Schüler Äpfel

(2) [[Der
the
Schüler] 1
pupil

aß
ate
[viele
many

grüne
green

Äpfel] 2 .] 0
apples

‘The pupil ate many green apples.’
As can be seen from (2), we have to presuppose some constructs, here
labeled 0 , 1 , and 2 , on which the tests and definitions can operate.
The results are shown in Table 1 for the omission and substitution test,
and for morphosyntactic locus and semantic locus. If a test identifies
no or more than one head, it contravenes strict headedness, which
seems to be the case for all but semantic locus. In order to make the
results in Table 1 transparent, I will discuss the individual tests and
definitions in more detail below. Subcategorization locus is neglected
here due to its inherent problems, discussed in Section 2.2.3.

2.5.1 Omission & substitution test

The omission test (Test 2) is based on the assumption that the head
cannot be omitted without making either the semantics incompatible
or the sentence ungrammatical. In (2), any component of 0 and 2 can
be omitted while leaving the co-components in place. Thus, (2) could
be replaced with aß (‘ate’), der Schüler (‘the pupil’), der Schüler viele
grüne Äpfel (‘the pupil ate many green apples’) etc. in certain contexts
so that the modified sentence would retain a compatible semantics.
Those contexts could, for example, consist of questions such as What
did the pupil eat? or What did the pupil do? Note that the omission test
does not say anything about the context of the sentence, which can
therefore be freely chosen. By contrast, the determiner der (‘the’) of
1 der Schüler does not appear to be omissible in any context.
The substitution test (Test 1) aims at the distributional equiva-

lence of the construct with its head. The results in Table 1 mirror the
results of the omission test: 0 and 2 can be replaced by more than
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one of its components, while 1 can only be replaced by the determiner
der (‘the’).

2.5.2Morphosyntactic locus

The morphosyntactic locus (Definition 1) ideally contains all the in-
flectional properties of a construct. It is a matter of debate, however,
what set of inflectional properties should be taken into account, and
it also depends on the language. In what follows, I will only consider
the properties for gender (MASC, FEM, NEUT), number (SG, PL), case
(NOM, ACC, DAT, GEN), and tense (PRES, PAST).18

The first difficulty is to assess the inflectional properties of the
entire clausal construct 0 . Assuming that the number property is SG
and the tense property is PAST, because they could be seen to express
the finiteness of the clause and therefore to restrict its distribution, the
morphosyntactic locus should be assigned to the verb aß (‘ate’). The
subject der Schüler (‘the pupil’), with which aß agrees, however, only
bears SG.

With the subject construct 1 , the determination of the inflec-
tional properties seems to be easier and I will assume, based on the
selection above, that these are MASC, NOM, and SG. However, it be-
comes more difficult when trying to actually assign these properties to
one of the components due to inflectional ambiguity. The determiner
der (‘the’) is ambiguous in that it can be also used with properties
FEM, DAT|GEN, SG, or properties FEM|MASC|NEUT, GEN, PL. Schüler
(‘pupil’), on the other hand, is ambiguous with respect to number and
case, only ruling out GEN+SG and DAT+PL. Thus, the only property
that is lexically fixed is the MASC property of Schüler, and this could
be taken to indicate the morphosyntactic locus of 1 . However, once
the MASC property is set, the determiner der actually specifies two
other properties, namely NOM and SG, and now der seems to act as
the morphosyntactic locus of 1 . In other words, it is not obvious how
to incorporate the morphological ambiguities of constructs while de-
termining the morphological locus.

The situation in the object construct 2 is equally inconclusive. 2
has the properties MASC, ACC, and PL. Äpfel (‘apples’) could be taken

18Properties for person are omitted here for the sake of brevity as the examples
will only include constructs with third person.
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to contribute MASC and PL, while viele (‘many’) contributes PL too and
restricts the case property to NOM or ACC (Äpfel furthermore allows for
GEN). The adjective grüne (‘green’), on the other hand, is ambiguous
between SG and PL. Thus, the noun seems to be just slightly more
specific in terms of inflectional properties compared to the determiner.

2.5.3 Semantic locus

The only clear support for strict headedness in (2) so far seems to
come from semantic locus – but is it always like that? (3) shows that
the noun and semantic locus in the object construct 2 can be missing,
and it is much less clear which of the two remaining components is
now the semantic locus:
(3) [[Der

the
Schüler] 1
pupil

aß
ate
[viele
many

grüne] 2 .] 0
green

‘The pupil ate many green ones.’
Of course, this can be explained away by ellipsis: that is, one could
argue that only the “complete” or “reconstructed” sentence should
be tested. Hence, the head of the Det-A construct viele grüne in (3)
could be claimed to be an invisible N, which inherits the semantic
weight from its presumable antecedent Äpfel. Note however that, de-
pending on the context, N could also be taken to just refer to Dinge
(‘things’), which comes with very few ontological properties and is
certainly less informative in (3) than the quantifier viele and the color
adjective grüne.

But even if we put aside N ellipsis for the moment, there are
other sentences that seem to challenge the semantic foundation of
strict headedness in different ways. In (4), for example, it is not clear
whether the preposition in is solely responsible for contributing the
ontological type as was claimed above: whether it contributes a loca-
tion reading or a path reading crucially depends on the case of the
determiner:
(4) [[Der

the
Schüler] 1
pupil

sprang
jumped

[in
in
der/die
the.DAT/the.ACC

Schule] 2 .] 0
school

‘The pupil jumped in/to school.’
Therefore, in cases like this, the semantic locus seems rather to reside
in both the preposition and the determiner (or any other component
with case marking) than in the preposition alone.
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A similar issue arises with multi-word expressions with an id-
iomatic meaning, where it is difficult to decide which of the compo-
nents contributes the semantics. An example from German is shown
in (5), which involves the multi-word expression ins Gras beißen (‘die’,
lit: ‘bite in the grass’):
(5) [[Der

the
Schüler] 1
pupil

biss
bit
[ins
in.the.ACC

Gras] 2 .] 0
grass

‘The pupil died.’ (lit. ‘The pupil bit in the grass.’)
It could be claimed that the general ontological type, namely eventu-
ality, is nevertheless contributed by the verb and not by the PP. But
apart from this, dying events and biting events differ considerably (the
first one being an accomplishment, the second one an activity). Why
does that not count here? In other words, a burning question is where
to draw the line between decisive and secondary semantic contribu-
tions. There is no easy way to answer this question, as far as I can see.

To avoid such problems, one reviewer suggested determining the
semantic locus based on the literal meaning of (5). However, one
immediate consequence would be that the idiomatic meaning does
not have its own syntactic representation, but adopts that of the lit-
eral reading(s). Even though this solution has actually been argued
for in psycholinguistic and grammar-theoretical work (cf. Lichte and
Kallmeyer 2016), perplexity does not seem a good reason to accept
such a severe limitation as a general rule. Moreover, besides the issue
of identifying the literal meaning(s), it remains unclear whether this
entirely solves the problem as long as the semantic properties that are
to determine the semantic locus are not listed.

2.5.4Interim conclusion

To summarize, none of the test procedures discussed supports strict
headedness as is: considerable theory-driven assumptions have to be
added in order to make this work out even roughly. Therefore, a last
escape hatch is to interpret headedness as multi-factorial notion, that
is, to assume that strict headedness arises from a specific combination
of those test procedures and the underlying primary notions. In other
words, the head could be identified as the construct component that
always, or at least most often, occurs in a column in Table 1. Based
on this rationale, one could then deduce that the verb is the head of
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the full sentence, while the head of the subject is the determiner and
the head of the object is rather the noun, albeit with a smaller margin.
While this actually reflects the state of the infamous Det-or-N debate
quite accurately (see Hudson 2004), it is methodologically very ques-
tionable, because it is becoming increasingly difficult to reject strict
headedness on empirical grounds – and virtually impossible when tests
and test results are furthermore non-trivially weighted against each
other. In a way, strict headedness then turns into something that is
empirically taken for granted.

All this raises the following question: Why do we need strict head-
edness so badly? My guess is that there are at least three concurrently
effective reasons, namely (i) that strict headedness is entrenched by
tradition, (ii) that it serves to make syntactic theory more uniform,
lean, and hence more elegant, and (iii) that it is enforced by the for-
mal framework. While (i) is certainly the case but without immediate
scientific value (though being sociologically important), (ii) is more
intricate because it also depends on the choice of the syntactic frame-
work. Therefore, in the rest of the paper, I will concentrate on (iii),
and, in the next section, try to show how the formal machinery of
syntactic frameworks can point the way toward strict headedness.

3 SYNTACTIC MODELING
WITH STRICT HEADEDNESS

When interpreted as algebraic structures, syntactic models have two
dimensions that are closely related: (i) the DERIVED STRUCTURE,
which is the result of applying operations to elements of the carrier set
(i.e. lexical and derived structures), and (ii) the DERIVATION STRUC-
TURE, which is a record of the operations applied to yield a specific
derived structure. Headedness can be reflected in both dimensions,
either separately or concurrently, by employing a distinction between
heads and non-heads. This distinction can be realized differently, not
necessarily leading to strict headedness. In this section, though, I
will be concentrating on a representative selection of major syntactic
frameworks where this distinction leads to strict headedness. More
relaxed but less well-known implementations will be covered in the
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sections to come. The goal will be not only to show the considerable,
paradigmatic commonalities and differences between syntactic mod-
els, but also to mark that we actually have a choice. In fact, I claim that
the implementation of headedness constitutes another fundamental
divide between models of syntax, which is orthogonal to that between
generative-enumerative and model-theoretic approaches (Pullum and
Scholz 2001), or between lexical versus phrasal approaches (Müller
and Wechsler 2014).

3.1Strict headedness in derived structures

In derived structures, strict headedness appears as the necessity to
structurally mark one component of a construct as the head, and
the other components as non-heads. For example, given a construct
{c1, c2}, either c1 or c2 has to act as the head, with the other as non-
head. Or, in terms of government, either c1 governs c2 or c2 governs c1.
In other words, the government relation must include all components
of a construct and it must be ASYMMETRIC. Note that asymmetric
relations in syntactic structures are nothing special per se. One very
trivial example for an asymmetric relation is linear precedence, which
forms a total order on the word tokens of a sentence. Another one is
the subset relation on the set of constructs (C above), which forms a
partial order. However, the headedness relation is usually incongru-
ent with the linear precedence relation and, by definition, (properly)
embedded in the subset relation.

In the remainder of this section, I will give two quite prominent
examples from otherwise very distant paradigms that standardly im-
pose strict headedness on their derived structures: dependency struc-
tures in Dependency Grammar and phrase structures under the X′-
Schema in Generative Grammar.

3.1.1Dependency structures in Dependency Grammar

Dependency structures are the main theoretical objects in Dependency
Grammar (Tesnière 1959; Müller 2020a).19 While the notion of syn-

19 Interestingly, the algebraic side of Dependency Grammar, that is, the ac-
tual grammar, is usually neglected (but see, for example, Gaifman 1965; Hellwig
2006; Kuhlmann 2010; Müller 2020a, p. 371f).
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Figure 1:
Tree-shaped dependency graph he eats the apple

tactic dependency is linguistically congruent with the notion of head-
edness or government (see van Langendonck 2003), its technical im-
plementation is slightly different: the dependency relation only holds
between lexical constructs, that is, word tokens. Nevertheless, the de-
pendency relation can be straightforwardly defined based on the head-
edness relation and the corresponding head projections: given a head
relation <H and word tokens w1,w2 and constructs c1, c2, w2 depends
on w1, written as w1 → w2, iff {w1} <∗H c1 and {w2} <∗H c2 and c1 <H
c2. Dependency relations are usually represented as directed graphs
where the nodes are word tokens and the edges represent dependen-
cies in such a way that the dependency head dominates (or “points
to”) the dependent. An example is provided in Figure 1.

As such, dependency graphs do not necessarily implement strict
headedness. But they do so with the common set of constraints that
are supposed to hold, and which eventually make them dependency
trees like that shown in Figure 1. Among the most basic, tree-imposing
constraints are acyclicity of edges, connectedness of nodes, existence
of a unique root, and existence of unique dominance paths (Heringer
1993) – and there is a plethora of further constraints in the literature
that build on the more basic ones (e.g. well-nestedness, planarity,
projectivity; cf. Maier and Lichte 2011). It should be easy to see
that one can deterministically transform a dependency tree into a
construct-based head relation which then satisfies strict headedness.
Furthermore note that dependency trees are the standard case not
only in theoretical work on dependency grammar but also in compu-
tational applications that make use of dependencies, for example, in
those parsers that follow the guidelines of the Universal Dependencies
initiative (de Marneffe et al. 2014; Nivre 2015).

That being said, there are actually quite a number of proposals
that try to relax the idealization of strict headedness in terms of de-
pendency structures. I will discuss them briefly in Section 3.3.

3.1.2 Phrase structures in Generative Grammar

Looking back over time, one might have doubts that phrase structure
is adequately characterized as a derived structure. In the early days
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of Generative Grammar (Chomsky 1957, 1965), when it was called
Transformational Grammar and its formal core was considered to be
a string-rewriting system, phrase structure had rather more the status
of a derivation structure, that is, it served to record which context-
free string-rewriting rules had been applied to derive a specific string
of words from some start symbol. Now, however, phrase structure is
mainly seen as a derivation-agnostic representation of syntactic struc-
ture. There are, in fact, grammar formalisms that treat phrase struc-
ture as a derived structure in the first place, for example tree-rewriting
formalisms such as Tree-Adjoining Grammar (see Section 3.2.2).

As such, phrase structures lack any references to headedness –
they just add balanced and labeled brackets to a given string of words.
Heads only come into play when restricting the labeling in ways that
unequivocally distinguish heads from non-heads. Consequently, only
by knowing the labeling rules can one identify heads and non-heads
in a given phrase structure.

In this respect, the most influential set of labeling rules is certainly
the X′-SCHEMA (Chomsky 1970; Jackendoff 1977; Kornai and Pullum
1990), which goes back to the following famous quote from Chomsky:

To introduce a more uniform notation, let us use the symbol
X for a phrase containing X as its head [emphasis by author].
Then the base rules introducing N, A, and V will be replaced
by a schema (48), where in place of … there appears the full
range of structures that serve as complements and X can be
any one of N, A, or V:
(48) X→ X . . .

Continuing with the same notation, the phrases immediately
dominating N, A and V will be designated N, A, V respec-
tively. To introduce further terminological uniformity, let us
refer to the phrase associated with N, A, V in the base struc-
ture as the “specifier” of these elements. Then the elements
N, A, V might themselves be introduced in the base compo-
nent by the schema (49):

(49) X→ [Spec,X] X
(Chomsky 1970, p. 210)
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Figure 2:
Schema of the X′-Schema

following (Chomsky 1970, p. 210)
X

[Spec,X ] X

X Y

This rough sketch of the X′-Schema can be diagrammed as in Figure 2.
What is crucial here is that the described labeling restrictions build on
the category label of heads (by definition all preterminals in a CFG):
the label of a phrase is composed of the label of its head with an added
overline or “bar”. This headed phrase then projects the category of its
head further to the next embedding phrase, namely by adding an-
other “bar” to its category label. Crucially, for each phrase, there is
exactly one head or headed phrase that is used in this way. Therefore,
even though many important details remain unexplained at least in
this sketch (e.g. the exact interpretation of “head” and the treatment
of modifiers), the expressed labeling restrictions already bear direct
connection to strict headedness, in that every phrase must be labeled
in such a way that it participates in exactly one head projection. In
other words, every phrase has exactly one head, which must be re-
flected in the phrase’s label. This remains true in later explications
and applications of the X′-Schema – see, for example, the “Lexicality”
and “Succession” conditions in Kornai and Pullum (1990). Note that
Kornai and Pullum (1990) also prove that the use of the X′-Schema
has no consequences regarding the set of string languages that can
be generated with such constrained CFGs. But that is not what strict
headedness is all about. It rather means that it puts an extra burden
on grammar writers, who have to decide for each phrase what label to
choose in order to keep consistency with the X′-Schema. As we have
seen in Section 2.3 and Section 2.5, there is no general and reliable
test procedure for this.

3.2 Strict headedness in derivation structures

Similarly to derived structures, strict headedness appears in derivation
structures as the necessity to treat components of a construct either as
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head or as non-head. This basically means that each operation that is
used for syntactic composition is to be used either with heads or with
non-heads, or that the combinatorial operations have dedicated argu-
ment positions, which is to say that they are strictly non-commutative.
As a consequence, the head/non-head distinction becomes essential
for the mechanics of a grammar formalism.20

In this section, I will give two examples of derivationally strictly
headed grammar formalisms, Categorial Grammar and Tree-Adjoining
Grammar, again trying to cover approaches that are as diverse as pos-
sible in other respects.

3.2.1Categorial Grammar

The basic setup of CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR (CG, Ajdukiewicz 1935;
Bar-Hillel 1953; Ades and Steedman 1982) is very simple: lexical
words are assigned atomic or complex categories such as np/n which
may contain slashes that separate input and output subcategories. For
example, with category np/n, np is the output and n the input, and
the direction of the slash indicates where the input category is to be
found. Note that categories are meant to reflect valency properties,
if available. Therefore, transitive verbs are usually assigned a cate-
gory similar to s\np/np, which implies that the first input np is to the
right, and then another np to the left acts as the second input. Corre-
spondingly, in order to combine these categories, two combinatorial
operations are at hand, forward application and backward application,
with reference to the direction of the slashes.21 Schematic examples
of forward and backward application are given in Figure 3, using the
common proof-theoretic tableau form.

A complete CG derivation then looks like that shown in Figure 4.
Proceeding from top to bottom, first the words in the sentence are

20Two caveats are in order here. Firstly, headedness in derivation structure
does not need to coincide with headedness in derived structure and vice versa.
See the example of Tree-Adjoining Grammar below. Secondly, the operations of
derivationally strictly headed grammar formalisms could also be used for the
representation of other asymmetric relations, such as linear precedence.

21Compared to Categorial Grammar, the set of combinatorial operations is
considerably extended in Combinatorial Categorial Grammar (Steedman 2000).
Nevertheless, the argument made for Categorial Grammar still applies.
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Figure 3:
Schematic examples for forward

and backward application.
σ and τ stand for arbitrary
atomic or complex categories

forward application backward application
σ/τ τ

>σ

τ σ\τ
<σ

Figure 4:
Example of CG derivation

he eats the apple
np s\np/np np/n n

>np
>s\np
<s

mapped onto their lexically determined categories while retaining the
order of the words. Then forward and backward application is used
recursively in such a way that only the category s remains. As can be
seen from this example, the derivation structure is strictly binary (due
to the nature of forward and backward application) and the combined
categories are consistently treated in a very different way: one being
the input of the other. So which is the head? Since categories emerge
from valency or subcategorization properties, it seems very natural to
identify heads as those categories that “consume” their fellow category
in order to satisfy their slashed demand. Thus, np/n is the head of
the construct np/n n, and every forward and backward application
creates another head and non-head pair. In this case, strict headedness
is clearly unavoidable.

The strict headedness result for CG can be carried over to sim-
ilar grammar formalisms such as MINIMALIST GRAMMAR (MG, Sta-
bler 2011), a formalization of Minimalism, even though they differ in
some formal details. In MG, lexical words introduce ordered lists of
features that can be polarized, which then correspond to the slashed
part in CG categories. Instead of forward and backward application,
there is only one corresponding operation, namely external merge.22
However, the arguments of external merge are strictly ordered, the

22 In Minimalist Grammar and in Minimalism, there is another operation
called internal merge or move, which is of a very different nature as it allows
for copying and deleting syntactic material.
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first one being the head and the second the non-head, which again
culminates in strictly headed derivation structures.

Another more surprising connection is proposed byMüller (2013),
who stresses the similarity of CG and MG with HEAD-DRIVEN PHRASE
STRUCTURE GRAMMAR (HPSG, Pollard and Sag 1994; Müller 2013
[2007]), at least as far as the representation of headedness goes. Of
course, HPSG could not be more different in formal terms: it is a
constraint-based formalism (with typed feature structures as models)
lacking an algebraic structure. In other words, there is no such thing
as a derivation in HPSG. Still, Müller (2013, p. 938) claims that “the
notation for marking the head of a structure [in MG] […] corresponds
directly to the HPSG representation of heads”. What he means is that
the derivation structures of MG (and also of CG) correspond to the
structures of certain syntactic features within the feature architecture
of HPSG models. For example, in the HPSG version of Ginzburg and
Sag (2001), headed phrases in HPSG carry the features HEAD-DTR and
DTRS (with the value of HEAD-DTR being a part of the DTRS list), and
there is a head feature principle that ensures the projection of head
features from DTRS to the head features of the phrase.

Furthermore, one can often see in HPSG textbooks that almost
all phrase types are structured in this way, that is, they are of the
type headed-phrase (e.g., Müller 2013, p. 195). Thus it might seem
that HPSG implements strict headedness in the same way as CG
and MG. However, this is wrong in a technical sense. For example,
other than CG or MG, HPSG allows for a non-headed-phrase, too. Non-
headed phrases are commonly used in the analysis of relative clauses
(Müller 1999, Müller 2013 [2007], §11.2) or idiomatic constructions
(Bargmann 2015).23 Also, analyses with more than one head are pos-
sible – see Section 3.3. Yet, regardless of the technical possibilities,
HPSG at its core is “head-driven”, that is, designed in such a way that
it follows strict headedness as far as possible.

3.2.2Tree-Adjoining Grammar

Strict headedness is not bound to Categorial Grammar and its more
or less direct derivatives; it can also be observed in very unlike but

23 I am grateful to one of the reviewers for pointing this out.
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Figure 5: Example of a TAG derivation with the resulting derived tree. The dashed
edges indicate substitution, and the dotted edge shows adjunction

still generative-enumerative grammar formalisms too, such as TREE-
ADJOINING GRAMMAR (TAG, Joshi and Schabes 1997; Abeillé and
Rambow 2000).24 This is a tree-rewriting formalism where the gram-
mar consists of elementary trees of arbitrary size that can be combined
into larger trees using one of two compositional operations, substitu-
tion or adjunction: in both cases, a node gets replaced by an elemen-
tary tree, but with substitution, it is a leaf node, while with adjunction,
it is an internal node. An example is shown in Figure 5, which roughly
follows the XTAG Research Group (2001). Thanks to the power of ad-
junction and the arbitrary size of elementary trees, TAG is said to have
an “extended domain of locality” (in contrast to CG and the like) and
therefore bears more commonalities with constructionist approaches
(Lichte and Kallmeyer 2017).

Despite the constructionist flavor, TAG still adheres to strict head-
edness, I claim. It is important to note that, for strict headedness, the
derived structure on the right side of Figure 5 is not determinative
– even though it looks “headed”, the derived structure could easily
be changed to avoid this impression. What is important, though, is
the derivation tree, that is, the nature of substitution and adjunction.

24However, despite considerable differences as to formal machinery, TAG is
known to have a generative capacity similar to at least some versions of CG and
MG (see Joshi et al. 1990).
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Both operations are non-commutative in the sense that there is a re-
placing elementary tree and a target elementary tree, and switching
those roles leads to different derived trees. Therefore, TAG derivations
are usually represented as a derivation tree where the target dominates
the substituting or adjoining tree.

Yet, what is still missing to establish the connection between TAG
and strict headedness is a certain interpretation as to what elementary
trees represent in syntactic terms. It has long been mainstream to re-
gard elementary trees as realizations of subcategorization properties of
the lexical anchor (cf. Abeillé and Rambow 2000; Frank 2002; Lichte
2015, §5.3). That is, the lexical anchor counts as the head of the do-
main of the anchored elementary tree. Looking back at Figure 5, this is
nicely exemplified with the elementary tree of the transitive verb eats,
which contains NP slots for its subject and object. Moreover, headed-
ness is indicated by choosing a phrase structure that roughly follows
the X′-Schema with respect to how the nodes are labeled. It is there-
fore quite obvious that substitution and adjunction are linguistically
interpreted in such a way that they separate heads from non-heads.
This culminates in the idea that TAG derivation trees could be ho-
momorphic to canonical dependency trees. Unfortunately, this is not
always the case (cf. Rambow et al. 1995; Kallmeyer and Kuhlmann
2012).

In a nutshell, with non-commutative operations and the en-
trenched view of lexical anchors as the heads of the domain of an
elementary tree, TAG can be classified as being strictly headed. As a
consequence, the grammar writer has to decide for each composition
of elementary trees, which to model as the head and which as the
non-head – a decision for which, as we have seen in Section 2, there
seems to exist no satisfying guidance.

3.3Headedness with multiple heads

The derived and derivation structures that we have seen so far are
mono-headed, that is, there is at most one head per construct. In fact,
mono-headedness is a precondition for being strictly headed because
of the Bijectivity Idealization (see p. 305). Yet there are a number of
proposals in various frameworks that (more or less explicitly) make
use of multiple heads.
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Figure 6:
Multi-headed dependency structure

(from Hudson 2004, p. 39)
a sort of tie

det

comp comp

comp
comp

det

One prominent variant of Dependency Grammar that explicitly al-
lows for multi-headed syntactic dependencies is Word Grammar (Hud-
son 1984, 2007). An example from Hudson (2004, p. 39) is given in
Figure 6. In this analysis of an intricate Det-N construct, Hudson
(2004) proposes that Det and N should be seen as being mutually de-
pendent on each other, avoiding the difficulty of mono-headed depen-
dency analysis.25 Hence, multiple heads are an interesting tool, partic-
ularly in constructs where there is more than one good candidate for
the head, or when a construct can be seen to have more than one gov-
ernor (which are not necessarily components of the same construct).
Other possible cases for multiple heads are therefore relative clauses,
raising and control constructions, and coordination constructions. In
relative clauses, the relative pronoun agrees with the modified noun,
but the relative phrase can be seen to be governed from within the
relative clause. In raising constructions such as Kim seems to sleep, the
raised noun Kim can be seen to be governed by the raising verb seems
with regard to agreement and case properties, and by the embedded
infinitive verb to sleep in terms of semantics. There are also control
constructions such as Kim tries to sleep, in which Kim acts as a seman-
tic argument of both tries and to sleep. Lastly, multiple governors can
be also assumed for the subject in VP coordination constructions such
as Chapman eats cookies and drinks beer (Sarkar and Joshi 1997).

However, it is important to note that multi-headedness does not
coincide with exocentricity, that is, the lack of heads, in which case
the head properties of a construct cannot be attributed to any of the

25One reviewer pointed out the similarity to the “mutual selection” approach
in HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994, §9.4), in which Det selects N and N selects Det.
Despite “mutual selection”, however, the Det-N construct is not treated as multi-
headed in HPSG, as N clearly acts as the head, and Det as the non-head.
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components.26 Moreover, a certain kind of multi-headedness, which
is not intended here, emerges when representing different types of de-
pendencies (e.g. syntactic and semantic) in one dependency structure.
This kind of conflation can be observed, for example, in Meaning-Text
Theory (Mel’čuk 1988) and Extensible Dependency Grammar (XDG,
Debusmann et al. 2004).27When considering only syntactic dependen-
cies, multi-headedness is banned in such approaches – even though
semantic dependencies are treated more liberally in this respect. In
fact, the use of multi-headedness in Word Grammar is quite harshly
criticized by Mel’čuk (2009, §1.1) as a “confusion between different
types and/or levels of dependency” (p. 68).28

Of course, multi-headedness has also been discussed as an op-
tion outside Dependency Grammar, for example in TAG (cf. Chen-
Main 2006) and HPSG (e.g. Abeillé 2003). Furthermore, movement
in Generative Grammar can be generally perceived as an operation
(or relation) that helps to express multi-headedness (or more precisely
multi-dominance) in phrase structure by means of empty categories.29

26Note that, in the dependency framework, intermediate or partial structures
have been discussed that can be considered headless, such as “connection graphs”
(Gerdes and Kahane 2013) or Bubble Trees (Kahane 1997). Thanks to one of the
reviewers for pointing this out.

27See also the discussion of multi-headedness as a result of different sorts of
heads in Zwicky (1993).
28Mel’čuk’s criticism might look surprising given that, in his Meaning-Text

Theory, he assumes two syntactic layers, Surface-Syntactic Structures and Deep-
Syntactic Structures, which taken together would impose multi-headedness. It
seems, though, that Deep Syntactic Structure is rather seen as an interface level
between syntax and semantics. This view is also adopted in recent work within
computational linguistics in the context of the Sequoia French Treebank (Candito
et al. 2014; Michalon et al. 2016).
29Multi-dominance, or “multi-government”, arises in configurations where a

construct is governed by more than one head. These heads can be (i) components
of one construct (in which case there is also multi-headedness), or (ii) compo-
nents of overlapping constructs so that they govern the common components.
What is meant here is multi-dominance in overlapping constructs. A classical
example known from GB Theory is the raising construction John seems t to like
ice cream (Chomsky 1981, (9iv)), in which John is said to be governed by both
seems (in terms of case marking) and like (in terms of θ -role assignment). This is
captured in GB Theory, following our terminology, by first base-generating John
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Figure 7:
C- and f-structure of an LFG
analysis of the sentence

David is yawning
(copied from (11b)

in Müller 2020a, p. 226)
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Alternatively, Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG, Kaplan and Bresnan
1982; Bresnan et al. 2016) adopts a (more relaxed) version of the X′-
Schema, but avoids movement by postulating a flexible mapping ϕ
from nodes of the phrase structure (c-structure) to components of a
structured functional representation (f-structure). With this ϕ map-
ping, it is possible to associate several c-structure heads with the same
f-structure head, for example, extended projections that span a lexi-
calized VP and a functional IP. An example of this is shown in Figure 7
(copied from (11b) in Müller 2020a, p. 226). It could be argued (as
one of the reviewers did) that I and V act as two functional heads of the
sentence David is yawning. But, again, this view seems to blend differ-
ent sorts of heads and representations. When considering c-structure
and f-structure separately, each is strictly headed: c-structure largely
adheres to the principles of the X′-Schema, and even the exocentric
category S is usually governed by an “extended head” (Bresnan et al.
2016, p. 136) such as I. The f-structure, on the other hand, can be seen
to correspond to dependency structures in which dependency relations
hold between the PRED features according to their hierarchical order
(Przepiórkowski and Patejuk 2020). Note that PRED basically contains
a valency list, and the well-formedness conditions of completeness and
coherence ensure that the members of the valency list are realized as
siblings of PRED (Bresnan et al. 2016, §4.7).

Thus, even if multi-headedness seems a widespread alternative
to strict headedness (and similarly exocentricity), it does not funda-
mentally compromise strict headedness. One reason is that multi-

in the construct of like and then moving it to the construct of seems indicated by
the trace t.
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headedness nevertheless typically shares many idealizations such
as the important Completeness Idealization (see Section 2.4, p. 306),
which states that every construct bears a head. Another reason is that
multi-headedness is also commonly used as a resort for when strict
headedness cannot be easily upheld, but it is not used as a general
replacement. However, what is intended in this work is precisely the
general elimination of strict headedness.

4AN ALTERNATIVE LOOK AT HEADS

Before presenting an example of a head-agnostic syntactic model, I
would like to briefly clarify the conception of heads that underlies
it. This conception does not imply strict headedness and the other
idealizations mentioned in Section 2.4. Instead, heads are seen as
secondary, following from other more fundamental properties of a
construct and its alleged heads. In order to capture this, I propose
a CONTRIBUTION-BASED conceptualization: something is a head by
virtue of contributing some information (i.e. properties) to the embed-
ding construct. In accordance with the head definitions in Section 2.2,
properties can be morphological, syntactic, or semantic. Furthermore,
the contribution can be made to the embedding construct as a whole,
or to another component of the construct. The following explication
is kept as simple and general as possible.

Properties are formally treated as unordered flat PROPERTY NAME
SETS (PNS) such as {MASC,NOM,HUMAN}.30 At this level, no distinc-
tion is made between properties from different linguistic domains,
so that morphological, syntactic and semantic properties are lumped
together. Note, however, that PNS can be easily converted into a
more ordered format such as a feature-value structure (also with com-
plex values), and vice versa. In order to make the presentation more
readable, descriptions are used rather than fully resolved models. Ac-
cordingly, PNS may include Boolean operators such as disjunction (|)
and negation (¬) with their usual semantics. On top of that, certain
30Property name sets are common, for example, in the Lexicon-Grammar

framework (Gross 1994; see also Lichte et al. 2019).
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natural implications are presupposed, for example that {MASC} im-
plies {MASC,¬FEM,¬NEUT}. However, these notational conventions
are by no means essential for the argument made here.

Applying the notation of PNS to the German example (2), here
repeated as (6), one could decorate the corresponding construct hier-
archy with PNS as in Figure 8. Note that the PNS are chosen to serve
the example.
(6) [[Der

the.NOM.SG
Schüler] 1
pupil

aß
ate
[viele
many.ACC

grüne
green.ACC

Äpfel] 2 .] 0
apples
‘The pupil ate many green apples.’

Firstly note that the PNS of the two NPs are simply unifications of the
PNS of its components. But this does not have to always be the case.
For example, the PNS of the sentence is not constructed by unifying the
PNS of its components; it only takes over some properties of the verbal
component aß (‘ate’). These shared or CONTRIBUTED PROPERTIES,
which are shown underlined in Figure 8, can then be used to determine
the contributional head of a construct, namely by taking the number
and kind of contributed properties into consideration. For instance,
the determiner in the subject NP der Schüler (‘the pupil’) could be
argued to be the head due to the number of contributed properties
(similar to, e.g., Zwicky 1985 and Hudson 1987), whereas the noun
would be the head when counting only the semantic property HUMAN
(which is what Croft (1996) would probably argue for). In other words,
under a contribution-based determination of heads, the head status of
a component depends on the other components of a construct and the
measure involved. Consequently, there can be more than one head per
construct across and within different measures.

If PNS are used as in Figure 8, one tricky aspect of measuring
property contribution is the “horizontal” or “introversive” contribu-
tion from one component to the other, but not to the embedding con-
struct. This is usually the case with subcategorization or valency re-
strictions (see Section 2.2.3) by which, for example, a finite transitive
verb like aß is taken to impose the obligatoriness and case of sub-
ject and object. To make such contributions visible, a position index
is added to the property name indicating to which of the construct’s
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der Schüler aß viele grüne Äpfel
{EVENT,PAST,SG}

der Schüler
{NOM,MASC,SG,HUMAN,DEF}

der
{NOM,MASC,SG,DEF}|
{DAT|GEN,FEM,SG,DEF}|
{GEN,PL,DEF}
Schüler
{NOM|DAT|ACC,MASC,SG,HUMAN}|
{NOM|GEN|ACC,MASC,PL,HUMAN}

aß
{EVENT,PAST,SG,1.NOM,3.ACC}
viele grüne Äpfel
{ACC,MASC,PL,INDEF,FRUIT}

viele
{NOM|ACC,MASC|FEM|NEUT,PL,INDEF}
grüne
{NOM|ACC,MASC|FEM|NEUT,PL,INDEF}|
{NOM|ACC,FEM,SG,DEF|INDEF}|
{NOM|ACC,MASC|NEUT,SG,DEF}
Äpfel
{NOM|ACC|GEN,MASC,PL,FRUIT}

Figure 8: Construct hierarchy with property name sets for der Schüler aß viele
grüne Äpfel (‘The pupil ate many green apples.’). The underlined properties are
contributed to the embedding construct
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components it is being contributed. For example, 3.ACC means that
the third component of the construct must have the ACC property.

5 HEAD-AGNOSTIC SYNTACTIC
MODELING

The PNS-enriched construct hierarchy in Figure 8 can be regarded as
the essence of the derived structure of a head-agnostic syntax. The
question now is how to arrive at such a derived structure while avoid-
ing the pitfall of headed derivations. Remember that this does not
exclude non-commutative operations altogether since we still have to
deal with asymmetric relations like linear precedence and the embed-
ding of constructs in larger constructs. But, apart from that, the oper-
ation to compose the components of a construct and their PNS must
be commutative. In what follows, I will illustrate this sort of grammar
formalism while trying to keep the example as general and to the point
as possible.

5.1 An example with TUCO

The simplest approach I can think of is to use trees to express construct
embedding, unification to compose these trees, and tree constraints to
guide tree unification and to account for linearization patterns. Ac-
cordingly, I will call this sort of syntactic framework TREE UNIFICA-
TION & CONSTRAINTS (TUCO). Despite its simplicity and the absence
of strict headedness, the claim will be that this framework neverthe-
less provides sufficient means to formalize natural language syntax.

5.1.1 Elementary structures

To begin with, the TUCO elementary trees representing the lexical
entry of the transitive verb aß (‘ate’) are shown in Figure 9. In this
example, the valency roles are represented as separate trees, one for
the nominative NP and one for the accusative NP. Within these trees,
nodes are labeled with PNS that contain contributed as well as “gov-
erned” properties, for example, the agreement property SG and the
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{S,EVENT,PAST,SG}

{V,EVENT,PAST,SG}

aß

0

{S}

{NP,NOM,SG}

0 {S}

{NP,ACC}

0
Figure 9:
Elementary
TUCO trees
representing
the lexical entry
of the transitive
verb aß (‘ate’)

case properties NOM and ACC. Moreover, nodes in TUCO trees may
carry special marks 0 , 1 , …, which serve two purposes: (i) to con-
stitute a syntax-semantics interface (which is not shown here), and
(ii) to express the identity of nodes in the final derived structure. By
marking all the root nodes of the trees with 0 in Figure 9, it is in-
dicated that these nodes must be combined into one node during the
derivation. In other words, even though the valency information of aß
is distributed over several trees, the mark 0 in their respective root
nodes ensures that they eventually belong to the identical S node. Note
that, as usual, the marks are freshly chosen each time the lexical entry
of aß is instantiated.

5.1.2Composition

The composition of TUCO trees uses a sort of TREE UNIFICATION that
is akin to the notions in Interaction Grammar (Guillaume and Perrier
2009).31 A tree is understood as the unique model of a minimal set
of tree descriptions, allowing only for descriptions of immediate dom-
inance and immediate precedence relations between nodes. Hence,
when unifying trees, one is actually unifying two sets of descriptions,
and subsequently compiling all their minimal models – minimal in the
sense that no nodes and edges may be added. As for the nodes, tree
unification implies the composition of their PNS by set union and the
identification of their link marks. To make things easier for now, I
will be assuming that nodes with PNS constitute the “non-terminal”
nodes, while “terminal” nodes are labeled with word forms written

31See also the specific use of tree unification in Popowich (1989), Gerdes
(2004), Kahane (2006) and Lichte (2012, 2015). At least the framework pre-
sented in the latter work, Synchronous Tree Unification Grammar (STUG), also
allows for head-agnostic syntactic modeling.
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with italicized font.32 With this distinction, it is straightforward to
impose the usual well-formedness conditions on derived trees, namely
that non-terminal nodes must not be leaf nodes, and that terminal
nodes are leaf nodes with exactly one non-terminal node immediately
dominating them.

5.1.3 Constraints

When applying tree unification to the lexical trees in Figure 9, there
will be several derived trees that are not desirable in linguistic terms.
For example, nothing so far prevents unifying all the nodes dominated
by the root nodes (which must be unified due to the common marker
0 ), thus resulting in a node with the awkward looking PNS {V, NP,
EVENT, PAST, SG, ACC, NOM}. In order to achieve only reasonable
solutions, one has to furthermore specify TREE CONSTRAINTS, that is,
conditional statements with tree descriptions on the left- and right-
hand sides. To give a very simple example, the tree constraint {A}⇒
{A, B} imposes the following: if there is a node with property A, then
it also has property B. Conversly, {A, B} ⇒ ⊥ indicates that A and B
are incompatible and there is no solution whenever a PNS contains
both. Thus stating that {V, NP}⇒⊥ will prevent nodes from carrying
the categories V and NP at the same time. Such constraints pertaining
to single PNS, as well as more complex tree constraints, are shown in
Figure 10, guiding the unification of the lexical trees in Figure 9 in
the desired way, that is, unification of nodes is only possible when all
tree constraints are fulfilled.

The more complex tree constraints have the same basic shape and
semantics as the PNS constraints above, but they describe the con-
figuration of the nodes in a well-formed tree in terms of dominance
(→) and linear precedence (≺). The tree constraint at the bottom of
Figure 10 basically states: if there is an S node with three separate
daughters with categories NP, V, and NP, then the two NP nodes have
to surround the V node. The convention will be that nodes in the de-
scription are treated as separate nodes in the model as long as they
are not explicitly identified in a description.

32One could also generalize PNS to terminal nodes.
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Intermediate derived tree:
{S,EVENT,PAST,SG}

{NP,NOM,SG} {V,EVENT,PAST,SG}

aß

{NP,ACC}

0

Tree constraints:
{V, NP}⇒⊥,
{S, NP}⇒⊥,
{S, V}⇒⊥,
{ACC, NOM}⇒⊥,

{S}

{NP} {V} {NP}
⇒

{S}

{NP} ≺ {V} ≺ {NP}

Figure 10:
Intermediate derived tree
using the elementary TUCO
trees in Figure 9
and conforming to the tree
constraints shown below

5.1.4The full parse

We now have everything to derive the sentence der Schüler aß viele
grüne Äpfel in the way depicted in Figure 11, while respecting the
tree constraints in Figure 10 and Figure 12.33 The first two tree con-
straints in Figure 12 guarantee that there is at most one nominative NP
and at most one accusative NP under an S node, whereas the last two
constraints determine the internal structure of an NP.34 The resulting
well-formed derived tree is shown in Figure 13.

33As the constraints in Figure 10 are not specified for case, the alternative
OVS word order
(i) Viele

many.ACC
grüne
green.ACC

Äpfel
apples

aß
ate
der
the.NOM.SG

Schüler.
pupil

(‘Many green apples, the pupil ate.’)
would also be licensed.
34Note that I do not claim this to be a valid generalization about German.

Rather, the aim is to demonstrate that it is possible to express this kind of con-
straint. There are perfectly grammatical sentences in German that contain more
than one noun phrase with the same case as immediate components. Thanks to
one of the reviewers for pointing this out.
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{S}

{NP,NOM} {NP,NOM}
⇒⊥ ,

{S}

{NP,ACC} {NP,ACC}
⇒⊥

{NP}

{DET} {N}
⇒

{NP}

{DET} ≺+ {N}
,

{NP}

{DET} {DET}
⇒⊥

{NP}

{DET} {A} {N}
⇒

{NP}

{DET} ≺+ {A} ≺+ {N}

Figure 12:
Further TUCO
constraints used
in the derivation
in Figure 11

{S,EVENT,PAST,SG}

{NP,
NOM,MASC,
SG,DEF,
HUMAN}

{DET}

der

{N}

Schüler

{V,EVENT,
PAST,SG}

aß

{NP,
ACC,MASC,

PL,INDEF,FRUIT}

{DET}

viele

{A}

grüne

{N}

Äpfel

0 Figure 13:
Resulting
derived tree
of the derivation
in Figure 11
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Note that both the derived and derivation structure do not pre-
suppose a distinction between heads and non-heads, even though the
analysis implements strong lexicalization, including the representa-
tion of valency. So it might seem that headedness has slipped in again,
since the valency contribution of the verb aß contains nodes for the
governed nominative and accusative NPs, and it might seem that the
derivation hinges on their presence. But this is an illusion. Since va-
lency structures are unified, the same result could be achieved when
omitting those nodes in the contribution of aß. Moreover, one could
concurrently assume an entry for subjects that in turn contributes to the
preterminal node of aß, namely by specifying (or “checking”) agree-
ment properties. In other words, there is not necessarily a single head-
like component on which the derivation depends; rather, the compo-
nents of a construct may contribute equally to the syntactic structure
of the construct.

5.2 Notational enhancements

The example of a head-agnostic analysis presented here uses only the
basic elements of the TUCO framework, in particular tree constraints
built from an explicit tree description language. While the bare ex-
pressive power seems sufficient, the number of tree constraints in a
TUCO grammar might very soon become confusingly large. For ex-
ample, there is one constraint in Figure 12 explicitly prohibiting the
occurrence of two DET nodes within an NP, another constraint to de-
termine the order of siblings DET and N, and a third constraint for the
correct linearization of DET, A and N. Instead, it would be desirable to
have just one concise constraint and description of a well-formed NP.

Fortunately, there are numerous ways in which higher-level ab-
stractions that help to increase the conciseness and readability of a
TUCO grammar can be defined from elementary tree constraints. In
this section, I will briefly discuss one such abstraction that makes
use of bracketing and two-dimensional regular expressions – two-
dimensional in the sense that they can refer to both linear precedence
and dominance in trees.
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5.2.1Bracketing and regular expressions of linear precedence

Trees can be written as bracketed expressions with the parent imme-
diately after the opening bracket and the children following it. For
example, in [{A} {B} [{C} {D}]], {A} is the parent of {B} and {C},
and {C} is the parent of {D}.35 The linearization and composition of
nodes is usually taken literally, that is, the denotation of this expres-
sion exactly contains one tree with nodes {A}, {B}, {C}, {D}, and the
dominance relations and linear order indicated in the expression.

In the following, however, I will deviate from this convention
in two respects: (i) bracketed expressions will be interpreted as con-
straints by marking the antecedent, that is, the nodes whose existence
is presupposed in order for the consequent to apply, with the hash
symbol, #; (ii) the string following the parent will be interpreted as
a regular expression of children nodes, which fully characterizes the
possible strings of children nodes of the given parent. With this adap-
tation, the structure of NPs in our example can be captured with just
one contraint in (7):36

(7) [{NP}# {DET}? {A}∗ {N}]
In prose, the constraint means the following: if a node is an NP, it
must immediately and only dominate at most one DET node followed
by an arbitrary number (including zero) of A nodes, followed by one
N node. To capture this with basic TUCO constraints would require
the set in Figure 14. The left constraint states that an NP node may
only dominate nodes with properties DET, A or N. The right constraint
states that an NP node must dominate one N node at least. The two
constraints below furthermore impose that DET must be the first node
and N must be the last node under NP. Note that the meaning of the
constraint in (7) would change considerably if the antecedent marker
# was shifted to DET, for example, or assigned to several nodes at the
same time.
35The bracket notation of phrase structure trees is widespread in linguistics

and goes back at least to Chomsky (1972, p. 130).
36This is reminiscent of the use of regular expressions in LFG’s c-structure

constraints (Kaplan and Bresnan 1982, p. 277), which have the shape of context-
free rules. TUCO is more expressive, however, as TUCO constraints may vertically
extend beyond the parent and children of a node – see Section 5.2.2 below.
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Figure 14:
The set of basic

TUCO constraints
that is equivalent

to the single constraint
in enhanced bracket
notation shown in (7)

{NP}

{ }1
⇒

{NP}

{DET|A|N}
1 , {NP}⇒

{NP}

{N}
{NP}

{ } ≺+ {DET}
⇒⊥ ,

{NP}

{N} ≺+ {}
⇒⊥

5.2.2 Regular expressions of dominance

The Kleene star operator can also be used to describe non-immediate
dominance between nodes, similarly to the description of non-immedi-
ate linear precedence in (7). The main difference in the notation is
that, while in (7) the Kleene star was attached to a child node, it is
now attached to a parent as indicated in (8):

(8)

[{S,¬SLASH} 1 { }
{ }∗
[{S,SLASH}∗ [{S,SLASH} { }∗

[ 1 { } {TRACE}#]
{ }∗ ]]

{ }∗ ]

The part with [{S,SLASH}∗ roughly means that there is an arbitrarily
long dominance path consisting only of S nodes with a SLASH prop-
erty. The boxed number 1 is a PNS label that indicates the equality of
the two labeled PNS. The equivalent basic TUCO constraint is given
in Figure 15. Note that the right-hand side of the constraint spans the
entire conjunction including the two implications. This is necessary in
order to consistently ensure the presence of properties S and SLASH in
the dominance path.

The example obviously hints at filler-trace analyses of long-
distance dependencies, as in what did Kim claim Sandy ate t. In trans-
formational terms, the constituent what is usually said to be base-
generated at the position of the trace t and later moved to some sen-
tence initial position (see, e.g., Chomsky 1986, Chapter 6). However,
TUCO does not have transformations. The SLASH property is therefore
named after the slash mechanism in GPSG (Gazdar 1981; Gazdar et al.
1985, Chapter 7) and HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994, Chapter 4), which
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{TRACE}1 ⇒

{S,¬SLASH}

1 { } ≺+ {S,SLASH}

1 { }

{TRACE}

*

2

3

1

∧

{ }

{ }

{ }

{TRACE}

+

+

2

4
⇒ {S,SLASH}4

∧ {S,¬SLASH}

{ } ≺+ 1 { }

2

3
⇒⊥

Figure 15: A basic TUCO constraint that is equivalent to the constraint in en-
hanced bracket notation shown in (8)

copes with these “unbounded dependency constructions” in a non-
transformational manner. Similarly, in the constraint above, the first
child of {S, ¬SLASH} acts as the filler of the trace under {S, SLASH}.

At least two further constraints that come with filler-trace analy-
ses of this sort are not yet integrated in Figure 15. One is that, under S
nodes with a SLASH marking, exactly one child must either contain a
trace and carry the SLASH property, or be the trace.37 Secondly, there
has to be exactly one filler for each trace. All this can be captured by
adding the single constraint in (9):

(9)
[{S,SLASH}# {¬SLASH}∗

({S,SLASH} | [{ } {TRACE}])
{¬SLASH}∗ ]

Note that {¬SLASH} cannot dominate a trace without a filler because
every TRACE property initiates the projection of the SLASH property
up to the filler due to the constraint in (8). Both constraints together
license the derived tree forWhat did Kim claim Sandy ate in Figure 16.
The underlying elementary trees, from which the tree is assembled

37This is probably too strict, but serves the example. Pollard and Sag (1994,
Chapter 4) also discuss the possibility of multiple traces in connection with tough
movement and parasitic gaps. Gazdar (1981, §3) shows that his slash mechanism
is also able to capture Across-the-Board extractions with multiple traces.
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Figure 16:
Tree for What did
Kim claim Sandy
ate satisfying the
two constraints
in (8) and (9)

{S,¬SLASH}

{NP}

{N}

What

{AUX}

did

{NP}

{N}

Kim

{V}

claim

{S,SLASH}

{NP}

{N}

Sandy

{V}

ate

{NP}

{TRACE}

ε

via tree unification, are not shown here. There are plenty of ways in
which this could be done, so I will leave that to the readers.

What should be obvious, though, is that at no point do we need
strict headedness in order to arrive at concise theories or intuitive rep-
resentations. As shown in this section, higher-level abstractions such
as two-dimensional regular expressions can be defined based on reg-
ular TUCO constraints. They offer enough flexibility and expressive
power to immediately capture a wide range of regularities found in
syntactic trees without any detour via heads.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, I have tried to delineate one of the most dominant ideal-
izations found in mainstream syntactic theory: strict headedness. The
idea that each construct should be partitioned into heads and non-
heads is unanimously taken for granted, or so it seems. At the same
time, however, the considerable empirical issues as to the operational-
izability of the competing head notions are well-known. I hypothe-
sized that this puzzling paradox can be at least partly explained with
the formal mechanics of the predominant syntactic models, which
presuppose strictly headed derived or derivation structures. Subse-
quently, I presented a non-trivial head-agnostic grammar formalism
based on TUCO in order to show that there actually is a choice that
we should be aware of.
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Another explanation for the resilience of strict headedness could
be the term head itself, which gives rise to certain anthropomorphic
expectations, as beautifully proven by the following quote from Croft
(1996, p. 57):

For some people, myself included, the two-headed model for
phrases and clauses implied by the profile-determinant se-
mantic definition of head is an unsatisfactory conclusion. The
idea of a two-headed phrase sounds about as natural as a two-
headed baby.

Since no linguist would be cruel enough to deliberately create a “two-
headed baby”,38 the goal of producing a one-headed baby is immedi-
ately understandable from a psychological point of view. So, maybe,
we should not use the word head in connection with syntactic con-
structs to spare the linguist from ethical dilemmas. Just imagine what
would happen if we replaced head by leg or tentacle.

In searching for better evidence of strict headedness, one should
perhaps also take into account results from NLP and psycholinguistics.
But it is beyond doubt that any reasonable evaluation of strict headed-
ness presupposes a serious exploration of head-agnostic alternatives.
This work is intended to be a first step in that direction.
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